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High Density Connector Splice Housing

1. General
1.1 This document describes installation of the
High Density Connector Splice Housing (HDH-
CSH-02U) shown in Figure 1. The housing:

• accepts three Type 4R, 4S or 4A splice trays.

• accepts three High Density Housing (HDH)
modules.

• utilizes a jumper management area in front of the
unit to facilitate fiber routing.

• occupies two rack spaces in either 19- or 23-inch
racks. Mounting brackets are preinstalled to fit
into a 19-inch equipment rack with EIA/TIA
universal hole spacing or 1-inch equal hole
spacing with the module flush with the rack. If
mounting the unit in a 24-inch rack, purchase the
adapter brackets separately.

Figure 1

1.2 Contact your customer service representative
to purchase accessories that are sold separately.

1.3 If this document is reissued, the reason will
appear in this paragraph.

NOTE: Read and understand this procedure (as well as
the instructions provided with related assemblies) before
beginning an installation. Familiarize yourself to
understand the unit’s placement in your network. Make
sure you know where the cable will enter the unit, where
it will be placed in the utility rack, how jumpers will be
routed and other details of the installation plan.
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2. Components
The main components of the HDH-CSH-02U unit
are illustrated in Figure 2.

• The splice trays (purchased separately) are
secured onto a removable tray on a swing shelf.

• Cables and jumpers can enter the unit from
either side.

• Connector modules and panels are sold
separately.

Figure 2
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4. Mounting
4.1 The housing’s projection from the rack can
be changed by attaching the mounting brackets to
any of three sets of threaded holes on the sides of
the unit, allowing the module faces to be recesssed
2 inches, protrude 2 inches (Figure 3) or protrude 4
inches.

Figure 3

Figure 4

4.2 To mount the unit in a 23-inch rack, attach
adapter brackets to the mounting brackets using
the provided hardware.

4.3 To mount into an EIA-310-D compliant
equipment rack, align the mounting holes of the
HDH unit so that the next hole above or below the
housing is 1/4 inch away from the surface of the
housing (Figure 4). This will prevent misalignment
of the lower mounting holes.

4.4 Install the unit into the frame using the
provided hardware.

Frame Upright
5/8 in.

5/8 in.

1/4 in.

Mounting Bracket

3. Precautions
3.1 Laser Handling Precautions

WARNING: Never look directly into the end of
a fiber that may be carrying laser light. Laser light
may be invisible and can damage your eyes. Viewing it
directly does not cause pain. The iris of the eye will not
close involuntarily as when viewing a bright light.
Consequently, serious damage to the retina of the eye is
possible. Should accidental eye exposure to laser light be
suspected, arrange for an eye examination immediately.

WARNING: DO NOT use magnifiers in the
presence of laser radiation. Diffused laser light can cause
eye damage if focused with optical instruments. Should
accidental eye exposure be suspected, arrange for an eye
examination immediately.

3.2 Safety Precautions

CAUTION: The wearing of safety glasses to protect
the eyes from accidental injury is strongly recommended
when handling chemicals and cutting fiber. Pieces of glass
fiber are very sharp and can damage the cornea easily.

CAUTION: The wearing of safety gloves to protect
hands from accidental injury is strongly recommended
when using sharp instruments.

CAUTION: Isopropyl alcohol is flammable with a
flashpoint at 50°F. It can cause irritation to eyes on
contact. In case of eye contact, flush eyes with water for at
least 15 minutes. Inhaling fumes may induce mild
narcosis. In case of ingestion, consult a physician.

3.3 Glass Fiber Precautions

WARNING: Cleaved glass fibers are very sharp
and can pierce the skin easily. Do not let cut pieces of
fiber stick to your clothing or drop in the work area
where they can cause injury later. Use tweezers to pick
up cut or broken pieces of the glass fibers and place them
on a loop of tape kept for that purpose alone. Good
housekeeping is very important.

3.4 Cable Handling Precautions

NOTE: Fiber optic cable is sensitive to excessive
pulling, bending and crushing forces. Consult the cable
specification sheet for the cable you are installing. Do
not bend the cable more sharply than the
minimum recommended bend radius. Do not apply
more pulling force to the cable than specified. Do
not crush the cable or allow it to kink. Doing so may
cause damage that can alter the transmission
characteristics of the cable — the cable may have to be
replaced.

Bracket Position to
Protrude 2 inches
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5. Cable and Module Installation
5.1 Use the Universal Cable Clamp (UCC) for
cable strain-relief. Follow instructions provided with
the UCC kit for detailed cable installation
instructions.

5.2 Determine cable entry location into the
housing. Figure 5 illustrates the orientation of the
strain-relief bracket when the cable is entering the
housing from the bottom.

5.3 Prepare incoming cable:

a) Calculate the length of cable necessary beyond
the strain-relief point. For splicing applications
the length should be 4 meters plus the length
required inside the tray.

b) Remove the outer cable sheath starting 3/4 inch
past the strain-relief clamp.

c) Route the incoming cable along the inside top of
the unit and into the removable tray shelf
(Figure 6).

d) Secure the cable in the clips on the underside of
the top of the unit.

e) Make two loops of fiber on the tray shelf.

5.4 Install pigtail modules into the front of the
unit. Route the pigtails to the removable splice tray
shelf (Figure 7).

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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5.5 Place the splice tray onto the shelf.

a) Loop the cable and pigtails twice around the
inside perimeter of the shelf.

b) Mark the point where the fibers will enter the
tray.

c) Unloop the cables and pigtails.

5.6 Take the cables and pigtails to the splice area
along with the removable tray.

a) Remove the pigtail sheath and buffer tube
starting 3/4 inch past the mark where the cables
will enter the splice trays.

b) Splice according to the instruction provided with
the splice trays.

5.7 Install the splice trays in the removable splice
tray shelf. Secure the splice tray retention plate over
the trays using the knurled nuts (Figure 2).

5.8 Take the shelf back to the unit looping the
slack into the shelf as you go.

5.9 Place the removable shelf back inside the unit.
If desired, tighten the slide screws at this time.

6. Jumper Routing
6.1 Route jumpers from the modules into the
jumper management fingers.

6.2 From the jumper management area, route
jumpers out to either side of the frame.

6.3 Record jumper routing information on
individual modules.
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